A.S. Office of the President Meeting

10/30/11

Fellowships:

- Fellowship as a mentorship; if you believe you can take on multiple fellows then go for it but if you know that you can’t, just pick one. Don’t just have one to have one.
- The discussion on whether Harrison should have a fellow.
- Alejandro: Had a meeting with the director of the Alumni Association and found out what he needs to do and how he needs to proceed next. The fellows can help with the logistics.
- Going to all the hall council meetings next Tuesday.
- A fellow retreat/social with breakout sessions next Sunday at 6:00pm.
- If you know who you want to accept, call them. For those people who you are not accepting, email them with an idea of where they can better fit in A.S. CC Harrison on all of the regrets that you are emailing out.

Accepted Fellows:

Sarah:

- Alexander Godinez

Abby:

- Monique O’Conno
- Julia Price

Yoel:

- Navi
- Raymok
- Wessam
- Petros
- Kalyn

*Possibly Ciara

Alejandro:

- Alexandra

Brady:
Lauren “Ren”
- Andre
- Keanna
- Cindee
- Ciara

Ryan:
- Angela

Amanda:
- Elijah
- Connie

Updates:
Amanda: Invite to the Last Lecture Nomination on Facebook. Taking nominations for students to choose which professor they want to hear their “last lecture.” Add on the Facebook wall and have people “like” it. Talking to Embarcadero Hall; the lecture will be week three of spring quarter. Before the lecture there will be a meet and greet between students and professors; a way to understand the faculty on a one-on-one basis. Randy Poush

Abby: Peace in the Parks Reclaiming Isla Vista. It’s a festival to spark activism and enthusiasm in Isla Vista; going back to our roots of how everything came to be in Isla Vista. The HRB is heading up the organizing for it. If you know people who would be a good help, let them know. Advertising on the Facebook Page and/or putting on a workshop.

Brady: Diversity Dinner next Sunday. The fellows will all be doing a Safe Space diversity training, going to Resu-Mania and they will all be doing True Colors.